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Contact is where young people change their lives through the arts.
Contact is the national contemporary arts organisation that places young people’s decisionmaking and leadership at the heart of everything we do. Young people aged 13-30 work alongside
our staff in deciding and delivering our diverse and exciting programme of professional theatre,
art, music, spoken word and dance for audiences of all ages.

Overview of Brief
Contact is the trading name of the charity Manchester Young People’s Theatre Ltd, a company
limited by guarantee, registered number 01066757, charity number 501953.
Following a transformative £6.5m refurbishment, Contact will reopen in 2021 with new facilities
that will enable the next generations of young artists to realise their ambitions, whilst creating a
new destination arts venue on the Oxford Road corridor. Central to the project has been the
enhancement of our public spaces, with the aim of creating a much-improved visitor experience.
We are inviting tenders from exceptional interior specialists to furnish our public spaces,
helping to create a welcoming, accessible and eye-catching social hub. Proposals should
create a coherent sense of place that complements the zeal of our young people and the
vibrancy of our building.
In keeping with Contact’s inclusive governance model, our building has been co-designed in
consultancy with young people from day one, and their aspirations for the interiors will inform our
decision making.
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Ground Floor Bar & Café
Having opened up our Ground Floor Foyer to create a stylish new Bar & Café space, we will be
working with a catering partner on the provision of an exciting new food and beverage offer.
From morning coffees and light bites to informal dining and bustling interval drinks, we will be
serving a varied catering offering and expect a diverse client-base. Importantly, the Bar & Café will
be a destination in its own right, as well as serving our theatre audience.
Lighting will be key to atmosphere creation, and we would expect proposals to make a feature of
this, using existing fixtures in the space.

We would also like to see the prominent use of greenery to enhance the Foyer areas.
In short, we are keen to create a welcoming and informal Bar & Café environment, where patrons
are happy to dwell, and feel equally at home alone with a book, on a date or meeting a client.
Covers: 34
Ground Floor Retail Unit (Ground Floor)
Offset from the Bar space, we are looking to install a small retail offer next to our Box Office counter.
This offer will likely include a boutique range of stationary, T-shirts, jewellery and books.
We are including a bespoke retail display unit in this scope as it should cohere with the overall look
and feel of the interiors.
As well as being a practical and stylish way of displaying our merchandise, the unit will also serve
as a divide, compartmentalising the Box Office from the public Foyer space. Ideally, it would also be
mobile.
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Space 0 (Ground Floor)

Also situated on the Ground Floor, Space O was funded by the Wellcome Trust and has Arts and
Health as a focus. As a versatile events venue, we envisage that Space 0 will host small cabaret
performances, workshops and social groups, as well as being an extension of the Bar & Café area.
We are looking for a practical yet smart solution which allows us to maximise the versatility of the
space. For example, we may host a small patient group during the day, or a corporate presentation,
before reconfiguring for a cabaret performance in the evening. The furnishing in this space should
promote this flexibility, being light, manoeuvrable and compact in storage.
Covers in cabaret configuration: 52
Upper Foyer (First Floor)
Spatially, the Upper Foyer may be separated from the Ground Floor Bar & Café area, however it is
very much an extension in spirit. We want to encourage dwell time across both levels. As such, there
should be continuity between the two spaces. The Upper Foyer may be amenable to more relaxed,
soft furnishings and the space includes existing integrated bench seating which we would be
looking to re-upholster as part of this brief.
Covers: 26
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Second Floor Lift Lobby
The Second Floor Lift Lobby is a small waiting area for our studio theatre. We are looking to install
banquette style seating to accommodate up to 5 people as they wait to enter the performance
space.
Capacity: 5
Outdoor Space
Contact benefits from a small outdoor, east-facing public area which will be used as an extension of
the Bar & Café space all year round. We would like to create a bijou outdoor hospitality space,
clearly delineated from the thoroughfare, with modular furnishings and greenery which are in
keeping with the interior design scheme.
We are welcoming proposals that include a solution for the outdoor area, but take a view that this
element is not part of the core brief.

Covers: 15 - 30
Access
Contact is committed to being a welcoming and accessible space for everyone. Accessibility
was front and centre in the design brief for our capital refurbishment, and we have made
significant building improvements to this end. This commitment should be clearly reflected in
your proposal.
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Expressions of interest (EOI) should detail in no more
than 500 words why your organisation would be best
placed to fulfil this brief, providing a top-line
overview of your vision for our public spaces. Your EOI
should also feature recent examples of your work on
other relevant projects, including links or images
where possible.
EOIs should be submitted to Hires@contactmcr.com
no later than Wednesday 24 February .
Following the submission of EOIs, we will provide
interested parties with a comprehensive
specification to enable you to submit a detailed
tender proposal.

The specification will include:






Mood board developed through consultation
with young people
Images of the spaces
Scaled floorplans
Light fittings plan (where appropriate)
Schedule of interior finishes

Where possible, we would also like to arrange site
visits within COVID guidelines.
Following the evaluation of tender submissions, we
are looking to host interviews for a minimum of 3
organisations in early March, with a view to
delivering the brief in Spring.
For further information, please call Simon
Stephens (Head of Commercial & Visitor
Experience) on 0777 651 1249

Contact core funders:

